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Abstract
In this paper, we show exponential lower bounds for the class of homogeneous depth-5 circuits over
all small finite fields. More formally, we show that there is an explicit family {Pd } of polynomials
in VNP, where Pd is of degree d in n = dO(1) variables, such that over all finite fields
√ GF (q), any
homogeneous depth-5 circuit which computes Pd must have size at least exp(Ωq ( d)).
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first super-polynomial lower bound for this class for
any non-binary field.
Our proof builds up on the ideas developed on the way to proving lower bounds for homogeneous depth-4 circuits [Gupta et al., Fournier et al., Kayal et al., Kumar-Saraf] and for
non-homogeneous depth-3 circuits over finite fields [Grigoriev-Karpinski, Grigoriev-Razborov].
Our key insight is to look at the space of shifted partial derivatives of a polynomial as a space of
functions from GF (q)n to GF (q) as opposed to looking at them as a space of formal polynomials
and builds over a tighter analysis of the lower bound of Kumar and Saraf [Kumar-Saraf].
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Introduction

Arithmetic circuits are the most natural model to study computations of multivariate
polynomials. These are directed acyclic graphs, with a unique sink node called the root or
output gate, internal nodes are labeled by addition and multiplication gates1 , and leaves are
labeled by variables or constants from the underlying field. The field of arithmetic circuit
complexity aims at understanding the hardness of multivariate polynomials in terms of the
size of the smallest arithmetic circuit computing it. One of the most important questions in
this field of study is to show that there are families of explicit low-degree 2 polynomials that
require arithmetic circuits of super-polynomial size (in terms of n, the number of variables).
It is widely believed that the symbolic n × n permanent, often denoted by Permn , requires
circuits of size exp(Ω(n)) but, as of now, we do not even have a Ω(n2 ) lower bound for any
explicit polynomial.
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Depth Reductions
In the absence of much progress on the question of lower bounds for general arithmetic
circuits, a natural question to ask is if we can prove good lower bounds for nontrivial restricted
classes of circuits. One particular class of circuits which have been widely studied with this
aim are the class of bounded depth3 arithmetic circuits. It turns out that this is not just an
attempt to study a simpler model, but there is a formal connection between lower bounds
for bounded depth circuits and lower bounds for general circuits. A sequence of structural
results, often referred to as depth reduction results, show that strong enough lower bounds
for bounded depth circuits implies lower bounds for general arithmetic circuits.
The first depth reduction for arithmetic circuits was by Hyafil [10] who showed that any
polynomial computed by a polynomial sized arithmetic circuit can be equivalently computed
by a circuit of depth O(log d) and quasi-polynomial size. This was improved by Valiant,
Skyum, Berkowitz and Rackoff [26], who showed that any n-variate degree d polynomial that
can be computed by a circuit of size (nd)O(1) can be equivalently computed by a circuit of
depth O(log d) and size (nd)O(1) . Thus, proving super-polynomial lower bounds for O(log d)
depth circuits is sufficient to prove super-polynomial lower bounds for general arithmetic
circuits. Agrawal and Vinay [2] further strengthened this to obtain a depth reduction to
depth-4 circuits by showing that any n-variate degree d polynomial that can be computed
by a 2o(n) sized circuit can be equivalently computed by homogeneous 4 depth-4 circuit of
size 2o(n) . Their result was strengthened by Koiran [16] and Tavenas [25] to show that any
circuit of size s that computes an n-variate
degree d polynomial can be computed by a
√
O( d)
homogeneous depth-4 circuit of size s √ , and in fact the resulting depth-4 circuits have
all multiplication fan-ins bounded by O( d). These results hold over all fields.
Over any field of characteristic zero, Gupta, Kamath, Kayal and Saptharishi [8] showed
that any n-variate degree d polynomial computed by a size
√ s circuit can be equivalently
computed by a non-homogeneous depth-3 circuit of size sO( d) . Thus, these results formally
show that proving good enough lower bounds on circuits of bounded depth is sufficient for
proving lower bounds for general circuits.

Lower bounds for depth-3 and depth-4 circuits
Nisan and Wigderson [20] proved an exp(Ω(n)) lower bound for any homogeneous depth-3
circuits computing the symbolic n × n determinant Detn by studying dimension of the
partial derivatives of Detn as polynomials. Grigoriev and Karpinski [6] and Grigoriev and
Razborov [7] extended this to prove an exp(Ω(n)) lower bound for non-homogeneous depth3 circuit computing Detn over any fixed finite field Fq . Chillara and Mukhopadhyay [4]
extended this to give an exp(Ωq (d log n)) lower bound for non-homogeneous depth-3 circuits
computing an n-variate degree d polynomial in VP. It is worth noting that there is no
generic method known to convert a boolean lower bound for AC0 [modq] to lower bounds for
arithmetic circuits over Fq (discussed in more detail in Section 3.1).
The proofs of [6, 4] also studied the dimension of partial derivatives of polynomial, but
unlike the proof in [20], they looked at partial derivatives as functions from Fnq → Fq . The
proofs in [6], [7] and [4] strongly rely on the fact that we are working over small finite
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A depth k arithmetic circuit consists of k layers of alternating sum and multiplication gates with the
output being computed by a sum gate.
Which means that all intermediate computations are homogeneous polynomials. Hence the degree of
any intermediate computation is bounded by the degree of the output polynomial.
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fields, and completely break down over larger fields or fields of large characteristic. Over
fields of characteristic zero and over algebraic closure of finite fields, the question of proving
super-polynomial lower bounds for non-homogeneous depth three circuits continues to remain
wide open.
Even though we had exponential lower bounds for homogeneous depth-3 circuits, the
question of proving super-polynomial lower bounds for homogeneous depth-4 circuits remained
open for more than a decade. In 2012, Kayal [12] introduced the notion of shifted partial
derivatives, which is a generalization of the well-known notion of partial derivatives. Shifted
partial derivatives have been very influential in a plethora of lower bounds for depth-4 circuits
√
in the past few years. Gupta et. al. [9] used this measure to prove an exp(Ω( n)) lower
bound for the size of homogeneous depth-4 circuits
√ with multiplication fan-ins bounded by
√
O( n). Subsequently, lower bounds of exp(Ω( d log n)) were proved for other n-variate
degree d polynomials computed by almost
√ the same circuit class [15, 5, 18]. (It is worth noting
that getting a lower bound of exp(ω( d log n)) would have implied a super-polynomial lower
bound for general circuits!) Using a more delicate variant called projected shifted
partials,
√
Kayal et. al. [13] and Kumar and Saraf [19] proved lower bounds of exp(Ω( d log n)) for
homogeneous depth-4 circuits (without any fan-in restrictions) via two very different analyses.
The former was an analytic approach and works only over characteristic zero fields, whereas
the latter was purely combinatorial and works over any field. These techniques have also
been applied to yield lower bounds for non-homogeneous depth-3 circuits with bounded
bottom fan-in [14] and homogeneous depth-5 circuits with bounded bottom fan-in [3]. A
continuous updated survey [23] contains expositions of many of the lower bounds and depth
reduction results listed above.
The results in [19] in fact show
√ that the reduction from general arithmetic circuits to
depth-4 circuits with support O( d) cannot be improved, as √
they give an example of
√ a
polynomial in VP for which any depth-4 circuits of support O( d) must be of size nΩ( d) .
Further, with the current upper-bounds for the projected shifted partials
on such depth-4
√
circuits, the best we can hope to prove using this measure is an nΩ( d) lower bound. Hence,
it might be insufficient for general arithmetic circuits lower bounds but it could well be the
case that we might be able to prove stronger lower bounds for constant depth arithmetic
circuits, or arithmetic formulas by variants of this family of measures.
Hence, as a start, the problem of proving lower bounds for homogeneous depth five
circuits, seems like the next natural question to explore. This already seems to introduce
new challenges as the proofs of lower bounds for homogeneous depth-4 circuits seem to break
down for homogeneous depth-5 circuits. In this paper, we pursue this line of enquiry, and
prove exponential lower bounds for homogeneous depth-5 circuits over small finite fields.
Before stating our results, we first discuss prior results on this question, and the challenges
involved in extending the proofs of lower bounds for homogeneous depth four circuits, in the
next section.

Lower bounds for depth-5 circuits
Prior to this work, the only known lower bounds for depth-5 circuits that we are aware of
are the results of Raz [21], which show super-linear lower bounds for bounded depth circuits
over large enough fields, the results of Kalorkoti [11] which show quadratic lower bounds for
arithmetic formulas and the results of Kayal and Saha [14] and of Bera and Chakrabarti [3]
which show exponential lower bounds for homogeneous depth-5 circuits if the bottom fan-in
is bounded.
Given that we have lower bounds for homogeneous depth-4 circuits, it seems natural
to try and apply these techniques to prove lower bounds for homogeneous depth-5 circuits.
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Unfortunately, the obvious attempts to generalize the proofs in [13, 19] seem to fail for
homogeneous depth-5 circuits. We now elaborate on this.
On extending the depth-4 lower bound proofs to depth-5 circuits: To understand these
issues, we first need a birds-eye view of the major steps in the proofs of lower bounds for
depth-4 circuits [13, 19]. These proofs have two major components.
Reduction to depth-4 circuits with bounded bottom support: In the first step, the
circuit C and the polynomial are hit with a random restriction, in which each variable
is kept alive independently with some small probability p. The observation is that a
bottom level product gate in C of support (the number of distinct variable inputs) at
least s survives with probability at most ps . Therefore, the probability that some bottom
product of support at least s in C survives is at most Size(C) · ps . Now, if the size of C
is small (say  · 1/ps ), then this probability is quite small, so with a high probability C
reduces to a homogeneous depth-4 circuit with bounded bottom support.
Lower bounds for depth-4 circuits with bounded bottom support: The goal in the
second step is to show that the polynomial obtained after random restrictions still
remains hard for homogeneous depth-4 circuits with bottom support at most s.
The key point in step 1 is that if Size(C) is not too large, then we can assume that with
a high probability over the random restrictions, all the high support product gates are set
to 0. This is where things are not quite the same for depth-5 circuits. When we express a
homogeneous depth-5 circuit as a homogeneous depth-4 circuit by expanding the product of
linear forms at level four, we might increase the number of monomials a lot (potentially to all
possible monomials). Now, the random restriction step no longer works and we do not have
a reduction to homogeneous depth-4 circuits with bounded bottom support. If the bottom
fan-in of C is bounded, then this strategy does indeed generalize. Kayal and Saha [14] and
Bera and Chakrabarti [3] show exponential lower bounds for such cases.
It is not clear to us how fundamental this obstruction is, but our key insight is a strategy
for proving lower bounds for homogeneous depth-4 circuits that avoids the random restriction
step. Morally speaking, we do proceed by a ‘reduction’ from a depth-5 circuit to a depth-4
circuit, but the meaning of a ‘reduction’ here is more subtle and largely remains implicit.

Our Contribution
We give an exponential lower bound for homogeneous depth-5 circuits over any fixed finite
field Fq . To the best of our understanding, this is the first such lower bound for depth-5
circuits over any field apart from F2 5 . Stated precisely, we prove the following theorem.
I Theorem 1. There is an explicit family of polynomials {Pd : d ∈ N}, with Deg(Pd ) = d,
in the class VNP such that for
√ any finite field Fq , any homogeneous depth-5 circuit computing
Pd must have size exp(Ωq ( d)).
The polynomial Pd is from the Nisan-Wigderson family of polynomials (introduced by
[15], Definition 3) with carefully chosen parameters.
Our proof also extends to non-homogeneous depth-5 circuits
√ where the layer of multiplication gates closer to the output have fan-in bounded by O( d) (with no restriction on the
fan-in of the other multiplication layer).

5

For F2 , exponential lower bounds easily follow from the lower bounds of Razborov [22].
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I Theorem 2. There is an explicit family of polynomials {Pd√ : d ∈ N}, with Deg(Pd ) = d,
[O( d)]
in the class VNP such that
ΣΠΣ circuit computing Pd
√ for any finite field Fq , any ΣΠ
must have size exp(Ωq ( d)).
It is worth mentioning that for characteristic zero fields, it suffices to prove
√ a lower bound
of exp(ω(d1/3 log d)) for an explicit polynomial computed by such ΣΠ[O( d)] ΣΠΣ circuits
to separate VP from VNP (by combining the depth reductions of [2, 16, 25] and [8]). We
elaborate on this in Section 3.5. Such a phenomenon also happens for non-homogeneous
depth three circuits, where over finite fields, we know quite strong lower bounds while much
weaker ones would imply VNP 6= VP over fields of characteristic zero.
The key technical ingredient of our proof is to look at the space of shifted partial
derivatives and the projected shifted partial derivatives of a polynomial. We study them
as a space of functions from Fnq → Fq as opposed to as a space of formal polynomials, as
has been the case for the results obtained so far. This perspective allows us the freedom to
confine our attention to the evaluations of the shifted partial derivatives of a polynomial on
certain well chosen subsets of Fnq , and this turns out to be critical to our cause. This leads
to a new family of complexity measures which could have applications to other lower bound
questions as well. Our proof also involves a tighter analysis of the lower bound of Kumar
and Saraf [19] (for homogeneous depth-4 circuits) which may be interesting in its own right.
We now give an overview of our proof.

2

An overview of the proof

The proof would consist of the following main steps:
1. Define a function Γ : Fq [x] → N. Intuitively, we think of Γ(P ) to be a measure of the
complexity of P .
√
2. For all homogeneous depth-5 circuits C of size at most exp(δ d), prove an upper bound
on Γ(C).
3. For the target hard polynomial P , show that Γ(P ) is much larger than the upper bound
proved in step 2.

The complexity measure: At a high level, the proofs of lower bounds in [20, 9, 15, 5, 18, 13,
19] associate a linear space polynomials to every polynomial in Fq [x] and use the dimension
of this space over Fq as a measure of complexity of the polynomial. The mapping from
polynomials to linear space of polynomials undergoes subtle changes as we go from the proof
of lower bounds for homogeneous depth-3 circuits [20] to lower bounds for homogeneous
depth-4 circuits [13, 19].
In this paper, we follow this outline and associate to every polynomial, the space of its
shifted partial derivatives as defined in [9]. However, instead of working with this space of
polynomials as it is, we study their evaluation vectors over a subset of Fnq (similar to [6, 7],
where they worked with partial derivatives of a polynomial). The key gain that we have from
this change in outlook is that as evaluation vectors, we can choose to confine our attention
to evaluations on certain properly chosen subsets of Fnq . For formal polynomials, it is not
clear what should be the correct analog of this approximation. The necessity and the utility
of this will be more clear as we go along.
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High rank products of linear forms: Consider a polynomial Q which is a product of τ
linearly independent (non-constant) linear forms L1 , L2 , . . . , Lτ .
Q=

τ
Y

Li .

i=1

It is not hard to see that

τ
1
Prn [Q(a) 6= 0] ≤ 1 −
.
a∈Fq
q
In other words, products of linear forms of rank τ vanish on all but a o(1) fraction of the
entire space if τ = ω(1). If the size of a depth-5 circuit is not too large as a function of τ
(say, at most exp(δτ ) for a small enough δ > 0), then by a union bound, all the products of
rank at least τ at the fourth level vanish everywhere apart from a o(1) fraction of the points
in Fnq .
In summary, we just argued that a depth-5 circuit C over Fq of size at most exp(δτ ) can
be approximated by a sub-circuit C 0 of C which is obtained from C by dropping all products
of linear forms of rank at least τ from the bottom level.
Low rank products of linear forms: A second simple observation (Lemma 8) shows that
for every product of linear forms of rank at most τ , there is a polynomial of degree at most
(q − 1)τ , such that they agree at all points in Fnq . Thus, the circuit C 0 is equal, as a function
from Fnq → Fq to a depth-4 circuit C 00 of bottom fan-in at most (q − 1)τ . Moreover, the
formal degree and the top fan-in of C 00 are upper bounded by the formal degree and top
fan-in of C, respectively.
Putting things together This implies that for every homogeneous depth-5 circuit C computing a polynomial of degree d of size at most exp(δτ ) for some τ , there exists a depth-4
circuit C 00 of formal degree at most d and top fan-in at most exp(δτ ) such that
Pr [C(a) 6= C 00 (a)] ≤ o(1).

a∈Fn
q

Therefore, a polynomial P which can be computed by C can be approximated by C 00 in
the point-wise sense. Since we know lower bounds on the top fan-in of homogeneous (and
low formal degree) depth-4 circuits with bounded bottom fan-in [9, 15], it seems that we
only have a small way to go. Unfortunately, we do not quite know how to make this idea
work. The key technical obstacle here is that it seems to be hard to say much about the
partial derivatives of C by looking at partial derivatives of C 00 . As a pathological case, the
Q
polynomial i∈[n] xi has a partial derivative span of size 2n but is well approximated by the
0 polynomial over F2 .
If we had started with a depth-3 circuit instead of a depth-5 circuit, then such a strategy
is indeed known to work [7]. Observe that in this case it is enough to show that that there is
an explicit polynomial which cannot be approximated well by a low degree polynomial over
Fq . In [7], the authors show this by an adaptation of a similar result of Smolenksy [24] over
F2 .
A strengthening of the strategy: The key additional observation that helps us make things
work is the fact that not only do high rank product gates at level four of C vanish almost
everywhere on Fnq , but they vanish with a high multiplicity. As we show in Corollary 11, if
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the size of C is not too large, all the product gates of rank at least τ vanish with a multiplicity
Ω(τ ) at 1 − o(1) fraction of points on Fnq 6 .
Therefore, not only can C agree with C 0 almost everywhere, all the partial derivatives of C
of order at most k = Ω(τ ) agree with all the partial derivatives of C 0 almost everywhere. This
already hints at the fact that if we are to take advantage of this then we should be looking
at the evaluation of these derivatives, since our only guarantee is about their evaluations.
In [6], exponential lower bounds were proved for non-homogeneous depth-3 circuits using
a very similar strategy. However, adapting the method for shifted partials and projected
shifted partials seems to be a challenge.
In Section 5, we show that the dimension of the span of evaluation vectors of shifted
partial derivatives of C, when restricted to a properly chosen subset S of Fnq , is small if the
size of the circuit C we started with was small.
As a final step of the proof, we show that with respect to this complexity measure, our
target hard polynomial (from the so-called Nisan-Wigderson family, defined below) has a
large complexity.
I Definition 3 (Nisan-Wigderson polynomial families). Let d, m, e be arbitrary parameters
with m being a power of a prime, and d, e ≤ m. Since m is a power of a prime, let us identify
the set [m] with the field Fm of m elements. Note that since d ≤ m, we have that [d] ⊆ Fm .
The Nisan-Wigderson polynomial with parameters d, m, e, denoted by NWd,m,e is defined as
X
NWd,m,e (x) =
x1,p(1) . . . xd,p(d)
p(t)∈Fm [t]
Deg(p)<e

That is, for every univariate polynomial p(t) ∈ Fm [t] of degree less than e, we add one
monomial that encodes the ‘graph’ of p on the points [d]. This is a homogeneous, multilinear
polynomial of degree d over dm variables with exactly me monomials.
This step of the proof builds on a tighter analysis of the lower bound on the dimension of
the span of projected shifted partial derivatives of the Nisan-Wigderson polynomials in [19].
We show that if the set S is carefully chosen, then we do not incur much loss in the dimension
by going from looking at shifted partial derivatives as formal polynomials to looking at them
as functions over a small subset of the finite field. We provide the details in Section 6.
One important technicality is the dependency between various parameters involved. For
our proof, the choice of k would be Oq (τ ) and would depend on q. The lower bound of [19]
would then choose specific parameters for the NWd,m,e . This would mean that for every q,
we get a different polynomial for which we show a lower bound. We remedy the order of
quantifiers and start by fixing specific parameters for NWd,m,e . Then, depending on q, we
choose a restriction of NWd,m,e that would be identical to NWd0 ,m,e by setting some variables
to 0/1. We then apply the [19] argument for this restriction to obtain our lower bound for
NWd0 ,m,e which also yields a lower bound for NWd,m,e . The details are in Section 7.1.

3
3.1

Some discussion and open problems
Connections between arithmetic circuits over Fq and AC0 [modq]

Although constant depth arithmetic circuits over Fq appear to be similar to the class
AC0 [modq], they are surprisingly very different with respect to functions computed by them.

6

√
In the rest of this discussion, we will think of τ as Θ( d).
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A striking example, due to Agrawal, Allender and Datta [1], is that arithmetic circuits over
F3 can “compute” both the Mod3 function, as well as the Mod2 function via
Mod2(x1 , . . . , xn )

=

2+

n
Y

!2
(1 + xi )

.

i=1

However, it is true that functions computed by arithmetic circuits over Fpk have strong
connections with AC0 [modp(pk − 1)] but unless we are working over F2 it seems difficult to
lift a lower bound for AC0 [modp] to arithmetic circuits over Fp . For more on this, see [1].
The only exception we know of is the result of Grigoriev and Razborov [7] where they
lift Smolensky’s [24] lower bound for AC0 [modp] to depth-3 arithmetic circuits over Fp , and
this crucially uses the fact that depth-3 arithmetic circuits can be point-wise approximated
by a “sparse polynomial”. But in general, constant depth arithmetic circuits over Fp and
Boolean circuits in AC0 [modp] seem to be two very different classes.

3.2

Lower bounds for iterated matrix multiplication

Given the results in this paper, one might wonder if the lower bounds in this paper work for
a polynomial in VP. One natural candidate polynomial for which one might hope to show
such a lower bound would be the iterated matrix multiplication polynomial (IMM). It was
shown in [19] that IMM has a large complexity with respect to the measure of projected
shifted partial derivatives. Unfortunately, the bounds in [19] only show that the dimension of
the space of projected
shifted partial derivatives of the IMM (degree d in dO(1) variables) are
√
a factor exp (δ d log d) close to the maximum possible value for some constant δ. This slack
seems to be insufficient for our proofs in this paper to work as in the proof of Lemma 24, we
would have to rely on the fact that for the polynomial NW, the projected shifted partials
complexity was at most a quasi-polynomial factor away from the largest possible.

3.3

Finer separations for bounded depth circuits?

In [18], it was shown that homogeneous depth-4 circuits are exponentially more powerful
than homogeneous depth-4 circuits with bounded bottom fan-in. A natural question to
ask is whether such separations can be shown between homogeneous depth-4 circuit and
homogeneous depth-5 circuits. One of the first strategies to attempt for this question would
be to try and show that there is a homogeneous depth-5 circuit such that its projected shifted
partial derivative complexity is quite large. The results in this paper show that the measure
can not to be√too close to the largest possible value, in particular it needs to be at least a
factor exp(Ω( d)) away from the largest possible value. If this is bound is tight, then such a
separation between homogeneous depth-5 circuits and homogeneous depth-4 circuits can still
be shown using projected shifted partial derivatives. However, it is not clear if this is the
case. As mentioned before, even the known lower bounds
on the dimension of the projected
√
shifted partials for the IMM seem a factor exp (Ω( d log d)) away from the largest possible
value.
In a recent result [17], using a different measure (called dimension of shifted projected
partials, first used by [13]) such a separation between homogeneous depth-4 and homogeneous
depth-5 circuits was shown in the regime when d = O(log2 n). Extending this for other
regimes of d continues to remain open.

M. Kumar and R. Saptharishi
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The tightness of the results and relevance to VP vs. VNP

√
For homogeneous depth-4 circuits, we know exp (Ω( d log d)) lower bounds [13, 19] and
any asymptotic improvement in the exponent would imply general arithmetic circuit lower
bounds. In this sense, the lower bounds for homogeneous depth-4 circuits are tight, over
all fields. It is natural to ask, if the bounds in this paper are tight in this sense? The
answer to this question is far from obvious to us. In particular, it is not clear if we can use
computational advantage of having linear forms at the bottom level of the circuit to get a
better depth reduction from VP to homogeneous depth-5 circuits, when compared to depth
reduction to homogeneous depth-4 circuits.

3.5

Lower bounds over fields of characteristic zero?

One might wonder if the techniques in this paper could be potentially adapted to work for
depth-5 circuits over fields of characteristic zero. As in the work of Grigoriev and Karpinski
[6], our proof (Lemma 13 in particular) strongly relies on the fact that we are working over
a fixed finite field, so it clearly seems hard to generalize over large fields (even when the
characteristic is small). In addition to this obvious technical obstruction to generalizing
the proof in this paper, there seems to be another reason why the proof strategy in this
paper could be hard to replicate over fields of characteristic zero, namely, an analog of
Theorem 2 over fields of characteristic zero would imply that VP =
6 VNP. The reason is that
over characteristic zero fields, one can obtain better depth reductions to non-homogeneous
depth-5 circuits by combining [2, 16, 25] with [8]. Although this is reasonably well known,
we give a formal proof here for completeness.
The following lemma is a simple generalization of the proof of depth reduction to depth-4
circuits by Tavenas [25].
I Lemma 4 (Depth reduction to homogeneous depth six circuits). Let P be a polynomial
of degree d in poly(d) variables which can be computed by an arithmetic circuit C of size
poly(d). Then, there is a homogeneous depth-6 circuit C 0 which computes P and satisfies
Size(C) ≤ exp (O(d1/3 log d)), and
The fan-in of all the product gates in C 0 is bounded by O(d1/3 ).
Now, we start with the circuit C 0 as guaranteed by the lemma above, and for each of the
1/3
1/3
product gates at the second level, look at its inputs. Each such input is a ΣΠO(d ) ΣΠO(d )
circuit (depth-4 circuit with all product fan-ins being at most O(d1/3 )) of size at most
exp (O(d1/3 log d)). We now apply the depth reduction to depth-3 by Gupta et al. [8] to
each one of these depth-4 circuits. As a result, each of these depth-4 circuits get reduced
to a depth-3 circuit, with at most a factor of exp (O(d1/3 )) blow up in size. Plugging these
depth-3 circuits back into C 0 , we obtain a depth-5 circuit C 00 such that
Size(C) ≤ exp (O(d1/3 log d)), and
The fan-in of all the product gates at level two of C 00 is bounded by O(d1/3 ).
Recall that the depth reduction in [8] only works over fields of characteristic zero. This yields
the following depth reduction to non-homogeneous depth-5 circuits.
I Lemma 5 (Depth reduction to non-homogeneous depth-5 circuits). Let F be a field of
characteristic zero. Let P be a polynomial of degree d in poly(d) variables over F which can
be computed by an arithmetic circuit C of size poly(d). Then, there is a depth-5 circuit C 00
which computes P and satisfies
Size(C) ≤ exp (O(d1/3 log d)), and
The fan-in of all the product gates at level two of C 0 is bounded by O(d1/3 ).
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Now, observe that an analogue of Theorem 2 over fields of characteristic zero, would
imply an exp (Ω(d1/2 )) lower bound for the depth-5 circuits obtained in Lemma 5, and hence
imply VP 6= VNP.

4

Notation
Throughout the paper, we shall use bold-face letters such as x to denote a set {x1 , . . . , xn }.
Most of the times, the size of this set would be clear from context. We shall also abuse
this notation to use xe to refer to the monomial xe11 · · · xenn .
For an integer m > 0, we shall use [m] to denote the set {1, . . . , m}.
We shall use the short-hand ∂xe (P ) to denote
 e2

∂ e1
∂
(·
·
·
(P
)
·
·
·)
.
∂xe11 ∂xe22
For a set of polynomials P shall use ∂ =k P to denote the set of all k-th order partial
derivatives of polynomials in P, and ∂ ≤k P similarly.
Also, x=` P shall refer to the set of polynomials of the form xe · P where Deg(xe ) = `
and P ∈ P. Similarly x≤` P.
For a polynomial P ∈ Fq [x] and for a set S ⊆ Fnq , we shall denote by EvalS (P ) the
vector of the evaluation of P on points in S (in some natural predefined order like
say the lexicographic order). For a set of polynomials P, EvalS (P) denotes the set
{EvalS (P ) : P ∈ P}. For a set of vectors V , their span over Fq will be denoted by
Span(V ) and their dimension by Dim(V ).
n
We shall use H to denote the set {0, 1} ⊂ Fnq .
Pn
A polynomial of the form P = α0 + i=1 αi xi , where each αj ∈ F is referred to as an
affine form. If α0 = 0, then P is referred to as a linear form or a linear polynomial over F.

The complexity measure
We now define the complexity measure that we shall be using to prove the lower bound. The
measure will depend on a carefully chosen set S ⊂ Fnq .
I Definition 6 (The complexity measure). Let k, ` be some parameters and let S ⊂ Fnq . For
any polynomial P , define Γk,`,S (P ) as


Γk,`,S (P ) := Dim EvalS x=` ∂ =k (P ) .

5

Complexity measure on a depth-5 circuit

A depth-5 circuit computes a polynomial of the form
XYXY
C =
Labcd
a

b

c

(5.1)

d

where each Labcd are linear polynomials.
I Definition 7 (Terms of a circuit, and rank). For a depth-5 circuit such as (5.1), we shall
denote by Terms(C) the set
(
)
Y
Terms(C) :=
Labcd
d

a,b,c

which are all products of linear polynomials computed by the bottommost product gates.
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Q
For any term T = d Ld , define Rank(T ) to be Dim {Ld }d , which is the maximum number
of independent linear polynomials among the factors of T . For a depth-5 circuit C, we shall
use Rank(C) to denote maxT ∈Terms(C) Rank(T ).
For a parameter τ , we shall use Terms>τ (C) to refer to terms T ∈ Terms(C) with
Rank(T ) > τ .

Low rank gates are low-degree polynomials
The following Lemma, present implicitly in [6, 7], is a very useful transformation of gates of
low-rank (and possibly large degree) when working over a finite field.
I Lemma 8 ([6, 7]). Let Q be a product of linear polynomials of rank at most τ . Then, there
is a polynomial Q̃ of degree at most (q − 1) · τ such that Q̃(a) = Q(a) for all a ∈ Fnq .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we shall assume that the rank is equal to τ , as the degree
upper bound will only be better for a smaller rank and let L1 , . . . , Lτ be linearly independent.
Let
Y
Y
Q=
Li ·
Lj .
i=[τ ]

j ∈[τ
/ ]

Here, each linear form in the second product term is in the linear span of the linear forms
{Li : i ∈ [τ ]}, and so can be expressed as their linear combination. Therefore, Q can be
expressed as a polynomial in {Li : i ∈ [τ ]}. Let Q = f (L1 , L2 , . . . , Lτ ). Since we are working
over Fq , it follows that for every choice of Li and for every a ∈ Fnq , we have Lqi (a) = Li (a).
So, for every a ∈ Fnq ,
f (L1 , L2 , . . . , Lτ )(a) = [f (L1 , L2 , . . . , Lτ )

mod h({Lqi − Li : i = 1, . . . , τ }i)](a).

The lemma immediately follows by setting
Q̃ := f (L1 , L2 , . . . , Lτ )

mod h({Lqi − Li : i = 1, . . . , τ }i).

J

High rank gates are almost always zero
√

Let us assume that size(C) ≤ 2 d/100 . We shall fix a threshold τ and call all terms T with
Rank(T ) > τ as “high rank terms” and the rest as “low rank terms”. Under a random
evaluation in Fnq , every non-zero linear polynomial takes value zero with probability 1/q.
Thus, if we have a term that is a product of many independent linear polynomials, then with
very high probability many of them will be set to zero, i.e. the term will vanish with high
multiplicity at most points. This is formalized by the following definition and the lemma
after it.
I Definition 9 (Multiplicity at a point). For any polynomial P and a point a ∈ Fnq , we shall
say that a vanishes with multiplicity t on P if Q(a) = 0 for all Q ∈ ∂ ≤t−1 (P ). In other words,
a is a root of P and all its derivatives up to order t − 1.
We shall denote by Mult(P, a) the maximum t such that a vanishes on ∂ ≤t−1 (P ).
It is easy to see that if P is a product of linear polynomials, then a vanishes with
multiplicity t on P if a vanishes on at least t factors of P .
Qd
I Observation 10. Let T = i=1 Li be a term of rank at least r. Then, for every δ > 0,


 2 
r
δ r
≤ exp −
.
Prn Mult(T, a) ≤ (1 − δ)
a∈Fq
q
2q
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Proof. Without loss of generality, let L1 , . . . , Lr be linearly independent. Then, the evaluations of L1 , . . . , Lr at a point a ∈ Fnq are also linearly independent and Pra [Li (a) = 0] = (1/q)
for i = 1, . . . , r.
For i = 1, . . . , r, let Yi be the indicator random variable that is one if Li (a) = 0 and zero
P
otherwise. Let Y = i∈[r] Yi . Clearly, by linearity of expectations
E[Y ] =

X
i∈[r]

r
E[Yi ] = .
q

Since the events Yi are linearly independent, by the Chernoff Bound, we know that for every
δ>0


 2 
r
δ r
Pr Y ≤ (1 − δ)
≤ exp −
.
J
q
2q
The following corollary is a simple union bound on all high-rank gates in a small circuit.
√

I Corollary 11. Let C be a depth-5 circuit over Fq such that size(C) ≤ 2
so that


√
τ
exp
> 2 d/50 .
8·q

d/100

. Let τ =

√
q d
6

Then,


τ
Prn ∃T ∈ Terms>τ (C) : Mult(T, a) ≤
a∈Fq
2q

≤

2−(

√
d/100)

We shall set our parameter τ as in the above corollary and our parameter k = τ /2q 3 .

5.1

Upper bound on complexity measure
√

For a circuit C of size at most 2 d/100 , let E refer to the “bad set” of points a such that
there is some T ∈ Terms>τ (C) for which Mult(T, a) ≤ k = τ /2q 3 . By the above corollary,
we know that
√
|E| = δ · q n for some δ = exp(−O( d)).
Let S be any subset of Fnq \ E that is contained in a “translate of a hypercube”, that is there
exists some c ∈ Fnq such that
S ⊂ (c + H) \ E.
The following lemma allows us to “multilinearize” any polynomial as long as we are only
interested in evaluations on a translate of a hypercube.
I Lemma 12 (Multilinearization). Fix a translate of a hypercube c + H. Then for every
polynomial Q ∈ Fq [x], there is a unique multilinear polynomial Q0 such that Deg(Q0 ) ≤ Deg(Q)
and Q0 (a) = Q(a) for every a ∈ c + H.
Proof. If a ∈ c + H, then for each i ∈ [n] we have ai to be either ci or ci + 1. Thus, it suffices
to replace each x2i by a linear polynomial in xi that maps ci to c2i and ci + 1 to (ci + 1)2 .
This is achieved by x2i 7→ c2i + (xi − ci )(2ci + 1). By repeated applications of this reduction,
we obtain a multilinear polynomial Q0 of degree at most Deg(Q) that agrees on all points on
c + H.
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Another way to state this is by looking at Q mod Ic where Ic is the ideal defined by
Ic

:=


( x2i − (c2i + (xi − ci )(2ci + 1)) : i = 1, . . . , n

).

It is easy to check that Ic vanishes on c + H, and any Q can be reduced to a multilinear
polynomial modulo Ic .
The uniqueness of Q0 follows from the fact that no non-zero multilinear polynomial can
vanish on all of c + H.
J
We remark that multilinearization as defined above is similar to the notion of taking
multilinear projections in [13]. However, the notion defined above is more amenable to work
with when we are looking at evaluations of polynomials. It is not clear to us if the same can
be done with the original notion of taking multilinear projections, as in [13].
The main lemma of this section would be the following bound on the complexity measure
on a depth-5 circuit.
I Lemma 13 (Upper
√ bound on circuit). Let C be a depth-5 circuit, of formal degree at most
2d and size(C) ≤ 2 d/100 , that computes an n-variate degree d polynomial. Let τ and k be
chosen as above, and ` be a parameter satisfying ` + kτ q < n/2. If S is any subset of Fnq \ E
that is contained in a translate of a hypercube, then
 4d
 

√
+1
n
d/100
τ
Γk,`,S (C) ≤ 2
·
·
· poly(n).
k
` + kτ q
√

Proof. Suppose C = R1 + · · · + Rs , where s ≤ 2 d/100 and each Ri is a product of depth3 circuits with Deg(Ri ) ≤ 2d. Since Γk,`,S is clearly sub-additive (i.e. Γk,`,S (f + g) ≤
Γk,`,S (f ) + Γk,`,S (g) for any f, g), it suffices to show that for each Ri we have
 4d
Γk,`,S (Ri )

τ

≤

 

+1
n
·
· poly(n).
k
` + kτ q

For each such Ri , define the Ri≤τ as the polynomial obtained by “deleting” all terms
T ∈ Terms>τ (Ri ). That is,
YX
Y
X
if Ri =
Tab then Ri≤τ =
Tab .
a

a

b

b:Rank(Tab )≤τ

The lemma follows from the following two claims which we now prove.
I Claim 14. For every i ∈ [r]
Γk,`,S (Ri )

=

Γk,`,S (Ri≤τ ).

I Claim 15. For every i ∈ [r]
Γk,`,S (Ri≤τ )

 4d
≤

τ

 

+1
n
·
· poly(n).
k
` + kτ q

J

Proof of Claim 14. For brevity, we shall drop some indices and work with R = Q1 · · · Qm .
Let T ∈ Terms>τ (C). We shall show if R0 = (Q1 − T )Q2 · · · Qm , then for any k-th order
partial derivative ∂xα ,
EvalS (∂xα (R))

= EvalS (∂xα (R0 )).
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Indeed, consider the difference R − R0 = T · Q2 · · · Qm . By the chain rule, every term in
∂xα (R − R0 ) is divisible by some k 0 -th order partial derivative of T with k 0 ≤ k. By the
choice of S, we know that every a ∈ S satisfies Mult(T, a) > k, and hence a vanishes on
∂ ≤k (T ) for any T ∈ Terms>τ (C). Thus, it follows that EvalS (∂xα (R − R0 )) is just the zero
vector.
Repeating this argument, we can prune away all terms in Terms>τ (C) to get that
EvalS (∂α (R)) = EvalS (∂xα (R≤τ )) where Deg(xα ) = k. Thus, Γk,`,S (R) = Γk,`,S (R≤τ ).
J
Proof of Claim 15. Let R≤τ = Q1 · · · Qd , with each Qi being a ΣΠΣ circuit. Some of these
Qi s could have degree more than τ although their rank is bounded by τ . Without loss
of generality, let Q1 , · · · , Qm be all the Qi s with Deg(Qi ) > τ , and Qm+1 , . . . , Qd have
Deg(Qi ) ≤ τ .
We shall modify the “low-degree” Qi s by multiplying together any two of them of degree
less than τ /2. This ensures that at most one of the Qi s may have degree less than τ /2 and
for i > m, all the Qi s have degree at most τ . The sizes of some of the low-degree Qi s do
increase in the process but this would not be critical as the degree of any such term is still
bounded by τ . The main point is that now we have an expression of the form
R≤τ = Q1 · · · Qm · Q01 · · · Q0r
where each Qi is a ΣΠΣ circuit of rank at most τ − 1 and Deg(Qi ) ≥ τ , and all but one of
the Q0i satisfies τ ≥ Deg(Q0i ) ≥ τ /2. As Deg(R≤τ ) ≤ 2d, it follows that m + r ≤ 4d
τ + 1.
Q
As a notational convenience, for any set H we let QH := i∈H Qi and we use R≤τ and
R interchangeably in the calculations that follow. Let us look at any partial derivative
∂xα of order k applied on R. By the chain-rule, any such partial derivative can
Qn be written
1
as a natural linear combination of terms. For any two monomials xα = i=1 xα
and
i
Q
Q
n
n
β
γ
i
i
xβ = i=1 xi , we say that xα  xβ , if there exists a monomial xγ = i=1 xi such that
xα = xβ · xγ .


α
β
γ
∂xα (R)

∈


∈
x=` ∂xα (R)
EvalS (x

=`

∂xβ (QA ) · x

Span


⊆

Span

≤kτ

· QA ·

∂

(R))

⊆

Span

Q0B

:

xα  xβ , A ⊆ [m] ,
B ⊆ [r] , |A| + |B| = k

∂xβ (QA ) · x≤`+kτ · QA · Q0B :


xα

x = x · x , A ⊆ [m] ,
B ⊆ [r] , |A| + |B| = k

∂xβ (QA ) · ∂xγ (Q0B ) · QA · Q0B :

Span

EvalS ∂xβ (QA ) · x

≤`+kτ

· QA ·



xα  xβ , A ⊆ [m] ,
B ⊆ [r] , |A| + |B| = k
Q0B



:

.


.

xα  xβ , A ⊆ [m] ,
B ⊆ [r] , |A| + |B| = k


.

If we focus on the term ∂xβ (QA ), since QA is a product of ΣΠΣ circuits of rank at most τ ,
we have that ∂xβ (QA ) is a linear combination of terms T1 · · · T|A| where each Ti is a product
of linear polynomials and has rank at most τ . Using Lemma 8 on each of these Ti s,
n
o
EvalS (∂xβ (QA )) ∈ Span EvalS (x≤(q−1)τ |A| ) .
Therefore,
EvalS (x=` ∂xα (R))


⊆

Span

⊆

Span



EvalS ∂xβ (QA ) · x≤`+kτ · QA · Q0B



EvalS x≤`+kτ +(q−1)kτ · QA · Q0B

:



:

xα  xβ , A ⊆ [m] ,
B ⊆ [r] , |A| + |B| = k
A ⊆ [m] ,
B ⊆ [r] , |A| + |B| = k




.

Finally, Lemma 12 shows for every polynomial f , there is a multilinear polynomial of degree
at most Deg(f ) that agrees with f on all evaluations on a translate of a hypercube. Therefore,
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in the above span, we may assume that we are only shifting by multilinear monomials of
n
degree ` + qkτ as this doesn’t change the evaluations S ⊆ c + {0, 1} . Hence,




A ⊆ [m] ,
≤`+qkτ
.
EvalS (x=` ∂xα (R)) ⊆ Span EvalS xmult
· QA · Q0B :
B ⊆ [r] , |A| + |B| = k
Therefore, using the fact that m + r ≤ (4d/τ ) + 1, we get the bound
 4d
 


n
τ +1 ·
Γk,`,S (R) := Dim EvalS (x=` ∂ =k (R))
≤
· n,
k
` + qkτ
where the first term corresponds to the number of choices for the subsets A and B, and the
last two terms correspond to the number of multilinear monomials of degree at most ` + qkτ .
Recall that by the hypothesis of the lemma, ` + qkτ < n/2,
 hence the number of multilinear
n
monomials of degree at most ` + qkτ is at most n · `+qkτ
.
J
I Remark 16. Observe that, even if the circuit C is of the form
X Y XY
C =
Labcd
a b∈[m]

c

d

√

such that Size(C) ≤ 2 d/100 and m = O( τd ), then the upper bound in Lemma 13 continues to
hold.7 In particular, the formal degree of C could be much larger than d but if the product
fan-in at level two of C is small, then
 d  

√
O( τ )
n
d/100
Γk,`,S (C) ≤ 2
·
·
· poly(n).
k
` + kτ q
We later use this observation to complete the proof of Theorem 2 in Section 7.

6

Lower bound for the complexity measure for an explicit polynomial

Let E be an arbitrary subset of Fnq of size at most δ · q n . We will be choosing a specific set S
that shall be a subset of a translate of the hypercube and disjoint from E. We will fix the
precise definition of S shortly once we motivate the requirements.
The polynomial for which was shall prove our lower bound would be from the NisanWigderson family. We would have to set our parameters carefully but for now we shall just
be intentionally vague and refer to the polynomial as just NW and fix parameters at a later
point.
Associated with our measure Γk,`,S (NW) is a natural matrix that we shall call Λ(NW):
The rows of Λ(NW) are indexed by a derivative ∂xα ∈ ∂ =k of order k, and a monomial
xβ of degree equal to `. The columns are indexed by all points a ∈ S. The entry in
(xβ · ∂xα , a) is the evaluation of xβ · ∂xα (NW) at the point a.
In other words, the matrix is just the vectors EvalS (xβ · ∂xα (NW)) listed as different rows
for each choice of xα and xβ . Therefore,
Rank (Λ(NW)) = Γk,`,S (NW).

7

(6.1)

Essentially, in the proof of Claim 15, we already have an expression of the form R≤τ = Q1 · · · Qm with
m = O τd and the rest of the proof proceeds as expected.
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Recall from Lemma 12 (multilinearization), as long as we only care about evaluations on a
translate of a hypercube, we can assume each row is the evaluations of the multilinearization
of xα · ∂xβ (NW). This does not change the evaluation on any point a ∈ S ⊆ c + H.
Now any such matrix of evaluations can be naturally factorized as a coefficient matrix
and an evaluation matrix.
Ck,` (NW): Each row is indexed by a derivative ∂xα of order k, and a monomial xβ of degree
`, and each column is indexed by a multilinear monomial m of degree at most ` + d − k
over n variables, and the (xβ · ∂xα , m) entry is the coefficient of monomial m in the
multilinearization of xβ · ∂xα (NW) with respect to c + H (Lemma 12).
Vt (S): Rows are indexed by multilinear monomials of degree at most t = ` + d − k over n
variables, columns are indexed by a ∈ S and (m, a) entry is the evaluation monomial m
at a.
Clearly, Λ(NW) = Ck,` (NW) · Vt (S). Thus if we can get a good lower bound on the ranks of
the matrices Ck,` (NW) and Vt (S) for a suitable set S, we would then be able to lower bound
the rank of Λ(NW). This is formalized by the following simple linear algebraic fact often
referred to as the Sylvester’s rank inequality.
I Lemma 17 (Rank of products of matrices [27]). If A, B and C are matrices such that
A = B · C, then Rank(A) ≥ Rank(B) + Rank(C) − (# rows of C).

6.1

Rank of Ck,` (NW)

0
Let us focus on the matrix Ck,` (NW) and restrict ourselves a sub-matrix Ck,`
(NW) to only
β
those columns whose degree is exactly t = ` + d − k, and rows indexed by (x · ∂xα ) with xβ
being a multilinear monomial of degree exactly `.
0
Since our polynomial NW is multilinear, if we were to read off any row of Ck,`
(NW),
β
α
this is just the list of coefficients of all multilinear monomials of (x · ∂x (NW)). This is
because the multilinearization operation in Lemma 12 maps any non-multilinear monomial
to a multilinear polynomial of strictly smaller degree and hence these monomials are not
0
included in the columns of Ck,`
.
0
The key point here is that the matrix Ck,`
(NW) is just the matrix of projected shifted
partial derivatives of NW. The results of Kayal et. al [13] and Kumar and Saraf [19] give a
lower bound on the rank of this matrix for a suitable choice of the polynomial, but the lower
bound of Kumar and Saraf [19] is more relevant as it is true over any field (unlike [13] that
works only over characteristic zero fields).
Using a tight analysis of the argument in [19], that we present in Section A we obtain the
following lemma for the Nisan-Wigderson polynomial for very carefully chosen parameters.
√
I Lemma 18 (Tight analysis of [19]). For everyd and
 k = O( d) there exists parameters
√d
m, e,  such that m = Θ(d2 ), n = md and  = Θ log
with
d

mk
me−k

≥ (1 + )2(d−k)

d−k
2
=
· poly(m).
1+

For any {d, m, e, k, } satisfying the above constraints and for ` = n2 (1 − ), over any field F,
we have


n
0
Rank(Ck,` (NWd,m,e )) ≥ Rank(Ck,`
(NWd,m,e )) ≥
· exp(−O(log2 d)).
`+d−k
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Rank of Vt (S)
n

Let H≤t refer to elements of {0, 1} of Hamming weight at most t. Our first step would be
to choose our set S carefully so that we can maximize the rank of Vt (S).
I Observation 19. Let E be a subset of Fnq of size at most δ · q n . Then for any 0 ≤ t ≤ n,
there is a vector c ∈ Fnq such that
|(c + H≤t ) ∩ E|

≤

δ · |H≤t | .

Proof. Let 1E (a) be the indicator function that is 1 if a ∈ E, and 0 otherwise. Then,
δ

≥

Ea∈Fnq [1E (a)]

=



Ec∈Fnq Ey∈H≤t [1E (c + y)] .

Thus, there exists some c ∈ Fnq that still maintains the inequality.

J

Our set would be S = (c+H≤t )\E, which has the property that |S ∩ (c + H≤t )| ≥ (1−δ)·|H≤t |
by the above observation, and S ∩ E = ∅.
Let Vt (S − c) be the matrix whose rows are indexed by the polynomials m(x − c), where
m is a multilinear monomials in variables x of degree at most t. The columns of Vt (S − c)
are indexed by S and the entries correspond to the evaluation of the polynomial indexing
the row at the point in S given by the column. We have the following observation.
I Observation 20. Rank(Vt (S)) = Rank(Vt (S − c)).
Proof. For any multilinear monomial m of degree at most t, the polynomial m(x − c) is
multilinear and has degree at most t. Thus clearly, the row-space of Vt (S − c) is contained in
the row-space of Vt (S). The converse also holds trivially as the translation is invertible. J
We now prove our next lemma which shows a lower bound on the rank of Vt (S − c).
n

I Lemma 21. For any set S ⊆ {0, 1} ⊂ Fnq and any 0 ≤ t ≤ n,
Rank(Vt (S − c))

=

|S| .

Proof. Since S ⊆ c + H≤t , the set S 0 := S − c ⊂ H≤t . Thus the matrix Vt (S − c) is
n
simply the matrix Vt (S 0 ). For any a ∈ {0, 1} , let ma refer to the ‘characteristic’ monomial
Q
i:ai =1 xi , and let m0 = 1.
Consider the sub-matrix of Vt (S 0 ) by restricting to rows indexed by {ma : a ∈ S 0 }. By
rearranging the rows and columns in the increasing order of the weight of a, it is evident
that the sub-matrix is upper-triangular with ones on the diagonal. It therefore follows that
the rank of Vt (S 0 ) (which is just Vt (S − c)) is at least |S 0 | = |S|.
J
Combining Observation 20 and Lemma 21, we have our required bound on the rank of Vt (S).
I Lemma 22. Let E be an arbitrary subset of Fnq of size at most δ · q n . Then, there exists a
set S ⊂ Fnq \ E such that S ⊆ c + H for some c ∈ Fnq for which
Rank(Vt (S))

≥

(1 − δ) · |H≤t |

=

(1 − δ) · (# rows of Vt (S)).
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Putting them together
I Lemma 23 (Rank bound for Λ(NWd,m,e )). Let E be an arbitrary subset of Fnq of size at
most δ · q n , with δ = exp(−ω(log2 d)). Then, there exists a set S ⊂ Fnq \ E such that S ⊆ c + H
for some c ∈ Fnq for which



n
· exp(−O(log2 d)),
`+d−k

≥

Rank(Λ(NWd,m,e ))

where the parameters d, m, e, k, ` are chosen as in Lemma 18.
Proof. Consider the set S chosen in Lemma 22 (for t = ` + d − k). By Lemma 22,


n
Rank(Vt (S)) − (# rows of Vt (S)) ≥ (−δ) |H≤t | ≥ (−δ) · n ·
.
`+d−k
Lemma 18 shows that rank of Ck,` (NWd,m,e ) can be lower bounded by

≥

Rank(Ck,` (NWd,m,e ))


n
· exp(−O(log2 d)).
`+d−k

Thus, since Λ(NWd,m,e ) = Ck,` (NWd,m,e ) · Vt (S) with t = ` + d − k, Lemma 17 implies that
≥ Rank(Ck,` (NWd,m,e )) + Rank(Vt (S)) − (# rows of Vt (S))




n
n
≥
· exp(−O(log2 d)) − δ · n ·
`+d−k
`+d−k


n
≥
· exp(−O(log2 d))
as δ = exp(−ω(log2 d)). J
`+d−k

Rank(Λ(NWd,m,e ))

Combining this with Equation 6.1, we get the following lemma.
I Lemma 24 (Measure of NWd,m,e ). Let E be an arbitrary subset of Fnq of size at most δ · q n ,
with δ = exp(−ω(log2 d)). Then, there exists a set S ⊂ Fnq \ E such that S ⊆ c + H for some
c ∈ Fnq for which

≥

Γk,`,S (NWd,m,e )

7


n
· exp(−O(log2 d)).
`+d−k

Wrapping up the proof

I Theorem 25. Let Fq be the finite field of cardinality q. Let C be a depth-5 circuit of formal
degree at most 2d which computes the polynomial NWd,m,e with parameters as in Lemma 18.
Then
√

Size(C) > 2

d/100

.

Further, the same lower bound holds even if C was a circuit of the form
X Y XY
C =
Lijk` ,
i

j∈[m] k

√
with m = O( d).

`
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Proof. We shall prove the above theorem for homogeneous depth-5 circuits. The lower
bound for such non-homogeneous circuits would also follow directly since such circuits also
have the same upper-bound on the complexity measure (Remark 16).
Assume on the contrary that there is a circuit C computing NWd,m,e with Size(C) ≤
√
2 d/100 . Let τ be as defined in Corollary 11 and let k = τ /2q 3 . Let E = E(C) be the set as
defined in Section 5.1. We know that
|E| ≤ δ · q n ,
√
√ d is chosen as in Lemma 18.
for some δ = exp(−O( d)). Let ` = n2 (1 − ) where  = log
c d
Since n = d3 , clearly we satisfy ` + kτ q < n/2. Let S ⊂ Fnq \ E be the set guaranteed by
Lemma 24. From Lemma 24, we know that

Γk,`,S (NW) ≥


n
· exp(−O(log2 d)).
`+d−k

This may be simplified using Lemma 32 to
Γk,`,S (NW) ≥

 
n
· (1 + )2d−2k · exp(−O(d2 )) · exp(−O(log2 d)).
`

Also, from Lemma 13, we know that
√

Γk,`,S (C) ≤ 2

d/100

 4d
·

τ

 

n
+1
·
· poly(n).
` + qkτ
k

√
Notice that from our choice of k and τ , qkτ = O(d) = O( n). Again, using Lemma 32, we
get
√

Γk,`,S (C) ≤ 2

d/100

 4d
·

τ

  
+1
n
·
· (1 + )2qkτ · exp(O(−qkτ · 2 )) · poly(n).
k
`

Since C computes NWd,m,e , so it must be the case that
√

2

d/100

· poly(n) ≥

(1 + )(d−k)+(d−k−2qkτ ) · exp(−Oq (log2 d)).

Since k = τ /2q 3 , so 2qkτ = τ 2 /q 2 . From our choice of τ in Corollary 11, τ =

√
q d
6 .

So

2qkτ = τ 2 /q 2 = d/36.
Therefore,
√

2

d/100

· poly(n) ≥ (1 + )(d−k) · exp(−Oq (log2 d)).

√
But this is a contradiction since (1 +√)(d−k) = exp(Ω( d log d)) by our choice of parameters.
Therefore, the size of C is at least 2 d/100 .
J
In fact, the above proof gives more. It shows that if we have a depth-5 circuit
computing
√
NWd,m,e over Fq√, then either the number of high-rank terms is at least 2 d/50 or the top
fan-in is exp(Ω( d log d)).
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7.1

Getting the right order of quantifiers

In our proof so far, we first fix the field Fq that we are working over and the parameters of
our polynomial are then chosen based on q. Thus, as q varies, the polynomial for which we
show the lower bound also seems to vary. The ideal scenario would be
√ to construct a fixed
polynomial family so that for every q we get a lower bound of exp(Ωq ( d)). We do that now,
and this would complete the proof of Theorem 1.
We shall be dealing with a lot of parameters and constraints. The following is essentially
the “zone” in which we can prove strong lower bounds (Lemma 18).
√
I Definition
 26 (Goldilocks Zone). We shall say that parameters m, d, e, k,  with k = Θ( d)
√d
and  = Θ log
lie in the Goldilocks Zone if they satisfy
d
mk
me−k

≥ (1 + )2(d−k)
d−k

2
· poly(m).
=
1+

Recall that for Lemma 18, and consequently Theorem 25, the parameters m, d, e, k must
lie in the Goldilocks zone. The crucial point is that this is a field dependent condition since
k (and hence everything else) explicitly depends on q. In the next lemma, we show that we
can start with a fixed polynomial such that for every finite field Fq of fixed size, there exists
a 0, 1 projection which lies in the Goldilocks zone.
m
l
I Lemma 27. Consider the NWd,m,e polynomial with m = Θ(d2 ) and e = logdm so that
me

2d · poly(m).


√
√d
Suppose k = Θ( d) and  = Θ log
satisfy the constraint mk > (1 + )2(d−k) . Then, there
d
√
exists a d0 ∈ [d − O( d log d), d] such that NWd0 ,m,e is a 0/1 projection of NWd,m,e and the
parameters {d0 , m, e, k, } fall in the Goldilocks Zone.
√
Proof. Since me = 2d · poly(m), mk > (1 + )2(d−k) and (1 + )d = exp(Θ( d log d)), we
have

d−k
√
2
me−k =
· exp(−Θ( d log d)).
1+
=

The goal now is to find a d0 < d such that

d0 −k
2
e−k
m
=
· O(1).
1+
√
Indeed, since the LHS and RHS differ by just a factor of exp(Θ( d log d)), √
and decreasing d
by 1 reduces the RHS by a constant factor, there exists some d0 ∈ [d − O( d log d), d] such
that

d0 −k
2
e−k
m
=
· O(1).
1+
0

Further, since mk > (1 + )2(d−k) , it follows that mk > (1 + )2(d −k) as d0 < d. Hence the
parameters {d0 , m, e, k, } indeed fall in the Goldilocks Zone ( Definition 26).
It suffices to show that NWd0 ,m,e is a projection of NWd,m,e . This is readily seen as
setting the variables xij = 1 for all i ∈ [d − d0 ] and j ∈ [m] yields NWd0 ,m,e up to relabeling
variables.
J
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With this, we can finally prove our main theorems.
I Theorem 1 (restated). Consider the polynomial NWd,m,e with parameters chosen such
that m = Θ(d2 ) and me = 2d · poly(m). Then, for any fixed finite field
F , any homogeneous
√ q
d/200
.
depth-5 circuit over Fq computing NWd,m,e must have size at least 2
√
Proof. Fix a field Fq and let k = d/12q 2 .
Suppose on the contrary that there is indeed a homogeneous depth-5 circuit C computing
NWd,m,e . Then, by Lemma 27, this also implies there is a projection C 0 that computes

 the
√
log
d
0
√
NWd0 ,m,e such that there is an d − O( d log d) ≤ d ≤ d and there is an  = Θ
for
d

which {d0 , m, e, k, }
fall in the Goldilocks Zone (Definition 26). Now C 0 is a circuit of formal
√
degree d ≤ d0 + O( d log d) ≤ 2d0 that computes the polynomial NWd0 ,m,e . By Theorem 25,
this implies that
√

size(C) ≥ size(C 0 ) > 2

d0 /100

√

>2

d/200

.

J

The proof of this theorem also follows along the same lines.
I Theorem 2 (restated). Consider the polynomial NWd,m,e with parameters chosen such that
m = Θ(d2 ) and me = 2d · poly(m). Then, for any fixed finite field Fq , any depth-5 circuit
over Fq of the form
C

=

X Y XY
i

j∈[m] k

Lijk`

`

√
where each Lijk`
is a linear polynomial and m = O( d) that computes NWd,m,e must have
√
size at least 2 d/200 .
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Tight analysis of the [19] lower bound

We recall the measure of projected shifted partial derivatives that was used in [13] and [19].


ΓPSD
= Dim mult x=` ∂ =k (P )
k,` (P )
where mult(f ) is just the polynomial f restricted to just its multilinear monomials. As
0
mentioned before, this ΓPSD
k,` (P ) is precisely Rank(Ck,` (P )) as defined in Section 6.1.
The goal of this section would be to prove Lemma 18 that we restate below.
√
I Lemma 18 (restated). For every d and k = O( d) there exists parameters m, e,  such
√d
that m = Θ(d2 ), n = md and  = Θ log
with
d
mk

≥

me−k

=

(1 + )2(d−k)

d−k
2
· poly(m).
1+
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For any {d, m, e, k, } satisfying the above constraints, the polynomial NWd,m,e , if ` =
then over any field F, we have


n
PSD
Γk,` (NWd,m,e ) ≥
· exp(−O(log2 d)).
`+d−k

n
2 (1−),

The rest of this section would just be a proof of this lemma.
Before we proceed to the lower bound on ΓPSD
k,` (NWd,m,e ), let us first show that we can
indeed find parameters that satisfy the above constraints. Fix m to be the smallest power of
√ d so that
2 greater than d2 to get m = Θ(d2 ). Next, we shall fix the constant c in  = log
c d
mk

≥

(1 + )2(d−k) .

√
This is always possible by choosing c to be large enough as (1 + )d−k = exp(O( d log d))
and that is also the order of mk .
Once we have done that, we shall fix e so as to ensure that

d−k
2
e−k
m
=
· poly(m),
1+
which can be done by setting





2
d−k
· log
+k .
e=
log m
1+
Since changing e by 1 changes the LHS by a factor of m, the above choice would ensure the
LHS and RHS are within a multiplicative factor of m. Note that this definition of e also
ensures that e ≤ d − k.
All lower bounds on the dimension of shifted partial derivatives of a polynomial P was
obtained by finding a large set of distinct leading monomials. In [19], they take this approach
but require a very careful analysis. The key difference in this setting is the following:
If β is the leading monomial of a polynomial P , then for any monomial µ, we also
have that γ = β · µ is the leading monomial of µP .
However, the leading monomial of mult(µP ) could be β 0 · µ for some β 0 6= β (as higher
monomials could be made non-multilinear during the shift by µ).
The multilinear projection makes the task of counting leading monomials much harder
and [19] come up with an indirect way to count them. Throughout this discussion, let LM(f )
refer to the leading monomial of f in some natural ordering, say the lexicographic order.

Leading monomials after multilinear projections
Let P the polynomial of degree d for which we are trying to lower bound ΓPSD
k,` (P ). For every
monomial multilinear monomial α of degree k, and a monomial β ∈ ∂α (P ), define the set
A(α, β) as


Deg(γ) = ` + d − k and there is a mu of degree `
A(α, β) =
γ :
.
such that γ = LM(mult(µ · ∂α (P ))) = µ · β
In other words, these are the set of leading monomials obtained from a specific monomial β
in ∂α (P ). We then have
ΓPSD
k,` (P )

≥

[
α,β

A(α, β) .
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Choice of derivatives: Instead of looking at all derivatives in ∂ =k , we shall restrict ourselves
to just a subset of derivatives. Restricting the above union to a subset ∆ ⊂ x=k still continues
to remain a lower bound for ΓPSD
k,` (P ). Keeping in mind that we are dealing with P = NWd,m,e
2(d−k)
k
and that m > (1 + )
. We shall choose ∆ to be a set of size exactly (1 + )2(d−k) which
consists of monomials of the form x1a1 · · · xkak with each ai ≤ m. This shall become relevant
later.
ΓPSD
k,` (P )

[

≥

A(α, β) .

(A.1)

α∈∆
β∈∂α (P )

We are abusing notation here to use β ∈ ∂α (P ) to mean that β is a non-zero monomial in
∂α (P ).
We shall need the following lemma from [19] that is a strengthening of the standard
Inclusion-Exclusion principle.
I Lemma 28 (Stronger Inclusion-Exclusion [19]). Let A1 , . . . , Ar be sets and suppose
P
i6=j |Ai ∩ Aj |
P
λ :=
≥ 1.
i |Ai |
Then,
[


Ai

≥

i

1
4λ

!


·

X

|Ai | .

i

I Corollary 29. Considers sets A1 , . . . , Ar and let S1 =
Then,


[
S1
S1
· min 1,
Ai
≥
.
4
S2

P

i

|Ai | and S2 =

P

i6=j

|Ai ∩ Aj |.

S
Estimating | A(α, β)| via Inclusion-Exclusion
[
α,β

A(α, β)

≥

X
α,β

|A(α, β)|

−

X

|A(α, β) ∩ A(α0 , β 0 )| .

(α,β)6=(α0 ,β 0 )

P
Let us first address the term
|A(α, β)|. As mentioned earlier, it is not an easy task
to get a good handle on the set A(α, β) for polynomial such as NW, for any reasonable
monomial ordering. However, [19] circumvent this difficult by using an indirect approach to
estimate this term.
For any derivative α and β ∈ ∂α (P ), define the set S(α, β) as the following set of
multilinear monomials of degree ` that is disjoint from β.


µ is multilinear, has
S(α, β) =
µ :
.
degree ` and gcd(β, µ) = 1
This on the other hand is independent of any monomial ordering, and is also easy to calculate:


n−d+k
For every α, β
|S(α, β)| =
.
`
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I Lemma 30 ([19]). For any α,
X

|A(α, β)|

[

≥

S(α, β) .

β

β

S
Proof. Consider any µ ∈ β S(α, β). By definition, there is at least one multilinear monomial
in µ · ∂α (P ). Thus, in particular LM(mult(µ · ∂α (P )) is non-zero and equal to some µ · β
for some monomial β ∈ ∂α (P ). This also implies that γ = µ · β ∈ A(α, β). This yields an
injective map φ
[
φ:
S(α, β)  {(β, γ) : β ∈ ∂α (P ) , γ ∈ A(α, β)} .
β

Since the size of the RHS is precisely

P

|A(α, β)|, the lemma follows.

β

J

Thus, by another use of Inclusion-Exclusion on the S(α, β)’s, we get
[

A(α, β)

≥

α,β

X

|A(α, β)|

X

−

(α,β)6=(α0 ,β 0 )

α,β


≥


X

X

α

|A(α, β) ∩ A(α0 , β 0 )|

|S(α, β)|

−

X


X


α

β

−


X

|S(α, β) ∩ S(α, β 0 )|

β6=β 0

|A(α, β) ∩ A(α0 , β 0 )| .

(α,β)6=(α0 ,β 0 )

Let us call the three terms in the RHS of the last equation as T1 , T2 and T3 respectively.
Since we know the size of each S(α, β) exactly, the value of T1 is easily obtained.
I Lemma 31 ([19]).
T1 (α)

:=

X
β



n−d+k
|S(α, β)| = (# mons in a deriv) ·
.
`

We shall be simplifying such binomial coefficients very often.
I Lemma 32. Let n and ` be parameters such that ` = n2 (1 − ) for some  = o(1). For any
√
a, b such that |a| , |b| = O( n),


 
n−a
n
=
· 2−a · (1 + )a−2b · exp(−O(b · 2 )).
`−b
`
Proof. The proof of the above lemma would repeatedly use the fact that n! = (n − a)! · na ·
√
poly(n) whenever a = O( n) (see [9, Lemma 3.4]).

n−a
(n − a)!
`!
(n − `)!
`−b

=
·
·
n
n!
(`
−
b)!
(n
−
` − a + b)!
`
poly

≈

=
=

a
1
b (n − `)
·
`
·
na
(n − `)b

n a
(1 + )a (1 − )b
2
·
na
(1 + )b

2−a · (1 + )a−2b · exp(−O(b · 2 )).
J
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Since our of parameters would be  = Θ

T1 (α)

=
=
=



log
√d
d



, the bound on T1 can be simplified as

  
d−k
n
1+
(# mons in a deriv) ·
·
· O(1)
`
2
  
d−k
n
1+
· O(1)
me−k ·
·
`
2
 
n
· O(1).
`

where we used the fact that every non-zero k-th order derivative of NWd,m,e has exactly
me−k monomials and our setting of parameters.
I Remark. In this particular instance, the approximation factor was just O(1) but we would
often have to deal with situations where this factor is exp(O(log2 d)). To avoid writing this
factor of exp(O(log2 d)), we shall use ≈ of & or . to indicate that a factor exp(O(log2 d)) is
omitted.

We now move on to the calculation of T2 . This is the first place where the choice of the
polynomial and parameters becomes crucial.
I Lemma
33

 ([19]). For the polynomial P = NWd,m,e , if n = md and ` =
log
d
√
=Θ
, for any α ∈ ∆
d

T2 (α)

:=

X

|S(α, β) ∩ S(α, β 0 )|

.

m2(e−k) ·

β6=β 0

n
2 (1

− ) for

  
2d−2k
n
1+
·
.
`
2

Proof. Recall that S(α, β) ∩ S(α, β 0 ) is just set of all multilinear monomials µ of degree
` that are disjoint from both β and β 0 . Hence, for any pair of multilinear degree (d − k)
monomials β 6= β 0 ∈ ∂α (P ) such that Deg(gcd(β, β 0 )) = t,
|S(α, β) ∩ S(α, β 0 )|

=



n − 2d + 2k + t
.
`

Thus, if we can count the number of pairs (β, β 0 ) that agree on exactly t places, we can
obtain T2 (α). Note that for NWd,m,e , any two β, β 0 ∈ ∂α (NWd,m,e ) can agree on at most
e − k places. Further, the number of pairs that agree in exactly 0 ≤ t ≤ e − k places is at
most
me−k ·



d−k
· (m − 1)e−k−t
t

as there are me−k choices for β, and

d−k
t



choices for places where they may agree, and
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(m − 1)e−k−t choices for β 0 that agree with β on those t places. Thus,




e−k
X
d−k
n − 2d + 2k + t
e−k
e−k−t
T2 (α) ≤
m
·
· (m − 1)
·
t
`
t=0


 
e−k
X
d−k
n
1
· (1 + )2d−2k−t
≈
me−k ·
· (m − 1)e−k−t ·
2d−2k−t
2
t
`
t=0
 
2d−2k e−k
t
X d − k  
n
1+
2
≤ m2(e−k)
·
`
2
t
(1 + )m
t=0
 
2d−2k 
d−k
n
1+
2
≤ m2(e−k)
· 1+
`
2
(1 + )m
2d−2k
  
n
1+
· O(1)
as m = Ω(d).
= m2(e−k) ·
·
2
`
J
Combining this with Lemma 31 and using Inclusion-Exclusion (Corollary 29), we get that
for every α ∈ ∆,
[

S(α, β)



T1 (α)
T1 (α) · min 1,
T2 (α)
 
d−k 

&

β

≈


T1 (α) · min 1,

≈

T1 (α).

2
1+

me−k




by our choice of parameters. Note that e needs to tailored very precisely to force the above
condition! If e is chosen too large or small, we get nothing from this whole exercise!
Thus by Lemma 30 and Lemma 31, we get
X

|A(α, β)|

≥

|∆| ·

[

S(α, β)

≥

β

α∈∆
β∈∂α (P )

Upper bounding

P

|∆| · T1 (α)

≈

|∆| ·

 
n
.
`

(A.2)

|A(α, β) ∩ A(α0 , β 0 )|

We are still left with the task of upper bounding
X
T3 =
|A(α, β) ∩ A(α0 , β 0 )| .
(α,β)6=(α0 ,β 0 )

As mentioned earlier, we really do not have a good handle on the set A(α, β), and certainly
not on the intersection of two such sets. Once again, we shall use a proxy that is easier to
estimate to upper bound T3 .
The set A(α, β) ∩ A(α0 , β 0 ) consists of multilinear monomials γ of degree ` + d − k such
that there exists multilinear monomials µ, µ0 of degree ` satisfying
γ
and

= µβ

=

µ0 β 0 ,

µβ

=

LM(mult(µ∂α (P )))

0 0

=

LM(mult(µ0 ∂α0 (P ))).

µβ
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This in particular implies that γ must be divisible by both β and β 0 .
I Observation 34. If Deg(gcd(β, β 0 )) = t, then
0

0

|A(α, β) ∩ A(α , β )|



n − 2d + 2k + t
.
`−d+k+t

≤

Proof. Every monomial γ ∈ A(α, β) ∩ A(α0 , β 0 ) must be divisible by β and β 0 . Since
|β ∪ β 0 | = 2d − 2k − t, the number of choices of γ is precisely



n − (2d − 2k − t)
(` + d − k) − (2d − 2k − t)


=


n − 2d + 2k + t
.
`−d+k+t

J

One needs a similar argument as in the case of T2 to figure out how many pairs (α, β) 6=
(α0 , β 0 ) are there with Deg(gcd(β, β 0 )) = t and sum them up accordingly.
I Lemma
35 ([19]). For the polynomial NWd,m,e , and n = md and ` =


log
d
 = Θ √d ,
X

0

0

|A(α, β) ∩ A(α , β )|

.

2



|∆| ·

(α,β)6=(α0 ,β 0 )

me−k
2d−k

n
2 (1

− ) for

2  
n
·
·
`

Proof. Fix a pair of derivatives α, α0 . Let
X
T3 (α, α0 ) :=
|A(α, β) ∩ A(α0 , β 0 )| .
β∈∂α (P )
β 0 ∈∂α0 (P )
(α,β)6=(α0 ,β 0 )

As before, we shall first count the number of pairs of monomials β ∈ ∂α P and β 0 ∈ ∂α0 P
such that gcd(β, β 0 ) = t. Note that since α may differ from α0 , we could potentially have
gcd(β1 , β2 ) = e. Once again, this is easily seen to be at most
me−k ·




d−k
· (m − 1)e−k−t .
t

Therefore, using Observation 34,
0

T3 (α, α ) ≤
≈
≤
≈
=⇒ T3

.

e
X


n − 2d + 2k + t
m
· (m − 1)
`−d+k+t
t=0



  2d−2k−t
e
X
d−k
n
1
me−k · (m − 1)e−k−t
·
(1 + )t
2
t
`
t=0
  
d−k
m2(e−k)
n
2(1 + )
· 1+
·
`
m
22(d−k)
 e−k 2  
m
n
·
.
2d−k
`
 e−k 2  
m
n
2
|∆| ·
·
.
d−k
2
`
e−k

e−k−t



d−k
t



J
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Recalling that we have chosen our parameters so that
me−k
2d−k


≈

1
1+

d−k
and

|∆| = (1 + )2(d−k) ,

the above equation reduces to
T3

=

X

0

0

|A(α, β) ∩ A(α , β )|

.

(α,β)6=(α0 ,β 0 )

 
n
|∆| ·
.
`

S
Combining with (A.2), we obtain the required bound for | A(α, β)| via Inclusion-Exclusion
(Corollary 29).
ΓPSD
k,` (NWd,m,e )

≥

[

A(α, β)

&

α,β

 
n
· (1 + )2d−2k .
`

The only thing left to observe is that by Lemma 32,


 
n
n
≈
· (1 + )2d−2k ,
`+d−k
`
and that completes the proof of Lemma 18.

J

